
Introduction
Summary of Video Introduction
Welcome to Skill Builder BOM. This introduction will be a 
little summary of the introduction video. 
Thank you guys so much for joining me for this full year 
of quilting along. We have had quite a few people sign up 
and I am really excited to get to know you.  Its going to 
be really cool to see the blocks in such different variation.  
Today is our first block lesson and before we begin 
making the blocks I’d like to do a little housekeeping and 
discuss some prerequisites. Here are some important 
things to keep in mind as you quilt along.

SEAM ALLOWANCES
Proper seam allowances will be very helpful throughout 
the course of this BOM. We want to try and achieve an 
accurate scant 1/4” seam. So I encourage you to sit down 
and get to know your machine. Whether you have a 
1/4” foot or not, sit down and test your 1/4” seams to be 
sure they are truly a perfect scant 1/4”.  I personally have 
three different quarter inch feet and all three give me a 
different quarter inch. Here is a really great article on how 
to test your 1/4” seam. http://quilting.about.com/od/
machinepiecingyourquilts/ss/seam_allowance.htm

PRESSING YOUR SEAMS
Throughout the course of the BOM we will be pressing 

our seams many different ways. I don’t press my seams 
the same direction or technique every single time. I press 
my seams whichever direction I feel helps achieve more 
accurate and easier piecing. So that may mean that you 
use 2 or 3 different pressing methods in the same exact 
block. Because of this please play close attention to the 
pressing directions. I will be sure to note all pressing 
directions in the instructions for each block. If you like to 
press your seams the same exact way, you are welcome 
to do so, but you may find more success trying the 
instructed method.

SCRAP BUCKET
As we work each month we will be making scraps and 
using scraps. You will need to have a dedicated bucket 
just for BOM scraps. Do not mix these scraps with any 
other projects. Doing this will make it much easier to pick 
from scraps for the blocks.  

STARCHING YOUR FABRIC
I am very adamant about starching your fabric. Starch 
will help stabilize your fabric, which can be really helpful 
when trying to achieve accurate piecing. This may seem 
like a silly step or you may hate the way starch makes 
your fabric feel, but it washes out and it is very important. 

It is suggested to starch and press your fabric before you 
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cut, but sometimes you have scraps you’re using which 
are extremely wrinkly so you may need to starch them 
after they have been cut. If you have to do this just be 
very gentle with your iron so you don’t stretch or distort 
your fabric. To starch your fabric properly lay it on a hard 
pressing surface. (An iron board that is super puffy will 
not work as effectively) Spray starch on the fabric, flip the 
piece of fabric so that the starched side is touching your 
pressing board and press the fabric with a hot DRY iron 
press (no steam, and no movements, just press). Now 
spray starch on the other side, and flip so the starch is 
touching.

PRE-CUTTING BORDERS, BATTING, AND 
BACKING
After you have completed a block and have squared it up 
to 12.5” square, you will be adding 2.5” wide borders to 
the block to prepare for quilting as you go. Attached to 
this PDF handout are instructions for adding and piecing 
these borders. 
After you have added your borders you will baste your 
blocks with your preferred method. I usually spray baste 
smaller items, and pin baste larger quilts. If you are new 
to quilting or just interested in trying a new method here 
is a great article with a list of different types of basting 
methods and how to do them. http://www.pileofabric.
com/post/1084868-quilt-basting-101-beginner-s-quilting
If you would like to save a little time throughout the 
BOM, you can precut all your block borders, batting and 
backing for quick assembly.

 ☐ (40) 13” x 2.5” strips in background fabric

 ☐ (40) 17” x 2.5” strips in background fabric

 ☐ (20) 17” x 17” pieces of batting

 ☐ (20) 18” x 18” backing pieces 

NOTE FOR BRAND NEW QUILTERS
Are you a brand new quilter? If so you may find yourself 
needing a little extra guidance throughout the lessons. 
Do not feel discouraged if you find yourself reading a 
block lesson’s instructions over and over. It may take a 
bit of time and experience.  Here is some extra-curricular 
homework for you. Read these articles for some help…

 ☐ Quilting Lingo/Vocabulary - http://
pileofabric.com/post/987342-quilting-lingo-
vocabulary-beginner-s-quilting-tutorial

 ☐ Rotary Cutting 101 - http://pileofabric.com/
post/1030522-rotary-cutting-101-beginner-s-quilting

 ☐ Piecing 101 - http://pileofabric.com/post/1044886-

piecing-101-beginner-s-quilting-tutorial

 ☐ Basting 101 - http://pileofabric.com/post/1084868-
quilt-basting-101-beginner-s-quilting

 
And if you have any questions at all please ask!!

Improv Piecing
January Skill Builder BOM Technique

This month we will be making our blocks using some 
improvisational piecing techniques. Usually when 
quilting you are working with exact directions, and exact 
measurements, following exact steps one by one. But, 
when you are improv piecing you are given full flexibility 
with sizes and colors, and usually the blocks just come 
together as you sew!

This type of free spirit sewing can be a bit intimidating for 
some quilters who are more comfortable with very exact  
instructions, and those who like to know exactly what 
something will look like when they are done. 

So in this month’s two blocks we will be taking a “get your 
feet wet” approach to improv piecing. I will still be giving 
you some structure, yet a little bit of freedom to play and 
dabble with your own ideas and creativity.

Before we begin, here are the tools you will need.  

TOOL LIST // improv piecing

 ☐ 12.5” x 12.5” Ruler

 ☐ 6.5” X 24” Ruler

 ☐ Scissors

 ☐ Rotary Cutter and Rotary Mat

 ☐ Chalk Pencil or Water Soluble Pen

 ☐ Heavy Starch and Iron

 ☐ Lint Roller

 ☐ Calculator, Pencil and Paper

 ☐ Basting Pins or Basting Spray or Basting Thread
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The SOund WaVe
Skill Builder Block #1

MATERIAL LIST 

 ☐ (12) 1.5” strips in colored fabric, you want the strips 
to be different lengths ranging from 4” - 13”. 

 ☐ (2) 1.5” x WOF strips of background fabric

 ☐ (1) set of strips of block borders

 ☐ (1) 17” x 17” piece of batting

 ☐ (1) 18” x 18” piece of backing fabric

CHOOSING FABRICS FOR THE BLOCK
For this block you really have a lot of freedom on which 
color fabrics you use. In my block I wanted to use the 3 
colors I had chosen in quite a few values. You could use 
all one color in 12 values, or your could use 5 colors in a 
few different values. You could order the strips dark to 
light, light to dark, mix it up. The only steadfast rule is 
that you use all colored strips for the “waves”, so in my 
case I would not use black for any of my “waves”, only for 
the background.

IMPORTANT NOTE In my proto-type of The Sound 
Wave block I had 13 thinner strips, and when working on 
the block I decided for math sake to change the design 
12 strips that were a little wider, so my pictured block has 
13 strips. I planned to re-do my block and totally forgot 
DUH!, so please only use 12 strips!
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STEP #1

Cut out (12) strips of fabric from your colored fabric. 
These strips need to be 1.5” wide in varying lengths, 
ranging 4” to 13”. 

STEP #2

Starch and press all wrinkles out of your fabric before 
cutting or if using scraps like me press the strips being 
careful not to distort the straight edges.  Lay all 12 
strips out onto your rotary mat. Start playing with the 
“Sound Wave” effect by moving your strips up and 
down. You can use any color fabric and any order you 
would like. 

STEP #4

Cut out (2)1.5” x WOF strips from your background 
fabric and cut the selvages off. Take background 
strip #1 and starting at colored strip #1 place the 
background strip above the colored strip. With a ruler 
and rotary cutter trim up the background strip at 
exactly 14”.

STEP #3

Use the ruler markings on your rotary mat as a guide. 
Find the 12.5” mark and try to keep the height of each 
“wave” under 12.5”. At this point you may have strips 
hanging past 0 on your mat, which is perfectly fine. 
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STEP #5

Continue with the same background strip #1 and move 
onto color strip #2. Basically using the background fabric 
to fill in the space above the colored strip up to 14” and 
trim. 
(In my picture you will see my #2 colored strip was taller 
than 12.5” I later moved it down so that each of the 12 
colored strips would have some black background above 
them)

STEP #6

Continue to do this until your background strip #1 is 
used up and then start using background strip #2.  

STEP #8

On my design wall, you can see the background fabric 
should line up on top, but the colored strips will vary 
on the bottom. The bottom will be trimmed up in a 
later step, so excess is perfectly normal.

STEP #7

Continue in the same way until all 12 strips have 
background fabric above them up to 14”. 
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STEP #9

Take your first background strip and color strip, which I 
will call column #1 and  with right sides together  trim 

up the edge where the two pieces will be sewn together. 
This will assure that the two pieces are sewn together 

perfectly straight. 

STEP #10

Sew the two pieces in column #1 together with a 
perfect 1/4” seam . Repeat step #9 and #10 until all 12 

columns have been pieced. Press your seams open.

STEP #12

Begin piecing your columns together lining the top of 
the strips together, using a perfect 1/4” seam.  Go slow 

and watch your seam allowance. When working with 
very narrow strips like this it is easy for the strips to get 

wavy if you tug or shift at all. 

STEP #11

The background strip and colored strip should now 
be pieced together for each of the 12 columns.
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STEP #13

Press your seams open. Spray the front of the block with 
starch and flip over onto your pressing board. Press with 
a hot dry iron, being careful to keep all your seams open. 
Then spray the backside of your block with starch flip 
over and press again this time on top of your block.

STEP #14 

First we will need to straighten up the top edge, the 
edge with all the background fabric. This should 
already be fairly straight, but usually there is a bit of 
shifting. So with a 12.5” ruler, line up the ruler lines with 
the seams in the block, and with your rotary cutter trim 
up the top. Next rotate your block and line the ruler up 
with the edge you just cut, cut the bottom of the block 
at exactly 12.5”. If you used a very accurate 1/4” seam 
your block should be 12.5”  wide automatically, but you 
may need to trim it up slightly.

STEP #16

If you plan to QAYG, than add your borders using the 
additional tutorial and mark with the 1” border line. 
Baste the block using your preferred method and you 
will be prepared for the FMQ lesson.

STEP #15

You should now have a perfectly 12.5” square Sound 
Wave quilt block.



MagnuM
Skill Builder Block #2

MATERIAL LIST 
 ☐ (4) pieces of colored fabric with a length of at 

least 15”.  The width can vary from 1.5” to 7”. 

 ☐ (1) strip of background fabric, with 
a width of about 1.5”-3”

 ☐ (1) piece of background fabric approx. 8.5”x 18”

 ☐ (1) 17” x 17” piece of batting

 ☐ (1) 18” x 18” piece of backing fabric

CHOOSING FABRICS FOR THE BLOCK
For this block, same as the sound wave block you really 
have a lot of freedom on which color fabrics you use. 
In my block I wanted to use the 3 colors I had chosen. 
I used two values of orange, one purple and one red. 
You could use all one color in different values, or you 
could use 4 colors. Or even all the same fabric. The only 
steadfast rule is that you have at least two pieces, piece C 
and F that are in the background fabric.
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STEP #1

Cut out or use scraps of colored fabric with a length of at 
least 15” varying in widths 1.5” to 7”. 

STEP #2

Pick out your widest piece of fabric for piece A. (Mine 
was 5.5” wide) Pick out your second widest piece of 
fabric for piece B. (mine was 3” wide)

STEP #4

Once you have the perfect angle lay your 6.5” x 24” 
ruler down along the edge of piece B, do not bump!

STEP #3

Lay piece B on top of piece A and play with the angle. 
The angle between these two pieces will set the tone for 
the rest of the blocks. You could use a very sharp angle 
or a minimal angle. Whatever the case find your “cut-off” 
points and using the rotary mat ruler lines as a guide to 
make sure that the height of the block straight between 
those points is at least 13”+.
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STEP #5

Move piece B aside without moving the ruler and cut 
piece A along the angle. 

STEP #6

Lay piece B on top of piece A so that right sides are 
together. The fabric from piece A will hang over on 

the top cut off point. The bottom cut off point should 
match up exactly.

STEP #8

Lay your 12.5” ruler on top of your pieced unit. Line up 
the left edge of piece A with the ruler and line up the 

bottom edge of the ruler with the bottom cut off point.  

STEP #7

Pin the two pieces together, and piece with a perfect 
1/4” seam allowance. Press seams open.
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STEP #9

While the ruler is still lined up, mark a line using your 
water soluble chalk pencil on the top and bottom of the 
ruler.

STEP #10

Pick out a piece of background fabric, about 1.5” to 2” 
wide and line it up with piece B right sides together 
and piece with a perfect 1/4” seam. Press your seam 
open.

STEP #12

Pick out another strip of fabric from your colored strips 
approx. 1.5” to 3” wide. Lay on top of piece C right sides 
together and piece with a perfect 1/4” seam. Press 
seam open.

STEP #11

Line up your ruler with your previous chalk line, and with 
your chalk pencil continue the line out onto the newly 
added strip.
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STEP #13

Line up your ruler again with the marking line, and 
continue the chalk line onto piece D. Repeat this with 

another piece approx 1.5” to 2” wide. (I used a 1.5” piece) 
Piece together and press seam open.

STEP #14

You should now have 5 pieces sewn together.  
Continue the marking line onto piece E.  With your 

ruler still in place take note of the width from the 
inner point on piece E to the edge of the ruler. On 

my block that measurement was 5.5”. Now find the 
difference between that measurement and 14”.  My 

difference was 7.5”. Cut a piece of background fabric 
the difference by 17” high. (Mine was 7.5” x 17”) 

STEP #16

Lay piece F of your background fabric on top of piece E 
right sides together and piece with a perfect 1/4” seam. 

Press your seam open. Take your block to the pressing 
board and spray the front with starch, flip so starch is 
touching the pressing board and press with a hot dry 

iron. Make sure the seams stay open.

STEP #15

Lay your background piece F along the side of piece 
E and lay the ruler on top. You should have enough 
excess background fabric that after pieced you can 

trim your block.
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STEP #17

Lay your 12.5” ruler on top of your block, and line it up 
with your chalk markings. Trim each side of your block 
up.

STEP #18

You should now have a finished 12.5” square Magnum 
Quilt Block!

STEP #19

If you plan to QAYG, than add your borders using the 
additional tutorial and mark with the 1” border line. 
Baste the block using your preferred method and you 
will be prepared for the FMQ lesson.



BlOck BOrderS 
adding Borders to your Blocks
Use these instructions if you plan on using the Quilt As 
You Go technique. Otherwise you can piece your blocks 
directly together or add sashing.

FABRIC FOR ONE BLOCK 
 ☐ (2) 2.5” x 13” pieces of background fabric

 ☐ (2) 2.5” x 17” pieces of background fabric

FABRIC ALL 20 BLOCKS 

 ☐ (40) 2.5” x 13” pieces of background fabric

 ☐ (40) 2.5” x 17” pieces of background fabric

Step #1
Lay your block and borders out. The shorter pieces will 
go on the sides and the longer pieces on top. 

With a perfect 1/4” seam piece your left border to the 
block. Press your seam outward toward the border.

With a perfect 1/4” seam piece your right border to the 
block. Press your seam outward toward the border.

With a perfect 1/4” seam piece your top border to the 
block. Press your seam outward toward the border.

With a perfect 1/4” seam piece your bottom border to 
the block. Press your seam outward toward the border.

Step #2 & #3
Using a ruler and your chalk pencil mark a 1” border from 
the seam line outside of your 12” inner block on all sides.  

Step #4
Baste your finished block with a 17” square piece of 
batting and 18” square piece of backing. Use your 
preferred basting method. For a list of basting methods 
and tutorials visit this link http://www.pileofabric.com/
post/1084868-quilt-basting-101-beginner-s-quilting
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